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Subject: Re: Tree issue.. attachments
Date: Wednesday, 20 September 2023 at 20:51:57 British Summer

Time
From: Nicholas Burnet
To: Elizabeth Martin, Sam Frost
Attachments: image_50736641.JPG, image_50744321.JPG,

image_50445569.JPG
Dear ,
 
Many thanks for making me and the Council aware of this issue. We shall address it at the
forthcoming meeting on the 5th October and I hope this is something we could get the Parish
Steward to address - Elizabeth any comment here please to assist on what can or should be
done here?
 
Kind regards,
 
Nick 
 
 

On 11/09/2023 20:27 BST wrote:
 
 
Dear Nicholas,
 
I do hope my email finds you well.
 
Further to our conversation of last week, I am writing to you regarding a tree on
public land 

which I feel is a nuisance.
 
For the past two years, I have been able to trim back branches, over hanging my
property, with help.  However, I am unfortunately unable to continue to do so.
 
 My reason being, having sourced 3 independent tree specialist, I have been
advised the best scenario moving forward, would be to have the larger branches
pruned.  The tree being on public land has encouraged me to write to you and
seek advise.
 
I understand the local council is in control of all trees on public land. 
Having said that, I feel the local council manage and undertake a maintenance
programme to not only preserve and maintain healthy trees, but also take into
consideration any tree which fits the above criteria and is a nuisance.
 
Having written to the Parish Council last year, I am writing again with every
confidence that the Parish Council will be able to look into my scenario.
 

Friday, September 29, 2023 at 19:24:17 British Summer Time
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Thank you in anticipation.
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Kind regards,
 
Nick
 
N A Burnet
Parish Councillor
Ogbourne St George Parish Council


